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Minutes of the commonage workshop; 05.11.2003 
 

MEC for Agriculture Mann Oelrich 
 

Madam Speaker 

Members of the Civil Society Organisations 

Distinguished Guests 

Ladies and Gentlemen 

 

Lest we forget, land reform has and remains one of the most onerous challenges 

facing post-apartheid South Africa. Yet, notwithstanding the potholes as we tackle 

these mammoth challenges head-on, we are proud about our achievements thus far. 

Yes, Madam speaker, they are growing by the day. As we prepare to mark the first 

decade of a free and democratic South Africa, the challenge of restructuring our 

human settlement patterns to ensure greater equity and efficiency remains. This is 

against the background of colonial and apartheid spatial development, both of which 

sought to entrench racially segregated settlement and development. 

 

The term municipal commonage is traditionally given to land owned by a 

municipality or local authority, that was usually acquired through state grants. 

Municipal commonage provides opportunities for land reform, primarily because it is 

public land which does not need to be acquired, there is an existing institution which 

can manage the land, reallocation of commonage to poor residents who wish to 

supplement their incomes, could help address local economic development and 

provide an inexpensive land reform option. However, there are a number of 

constraints, primarily related to the fact that not all local authorities are willing to 

assist poor residents to obtain access to the commonage. 

 

Regrettably, many rural towns remain mini-citadels of apartheid with all public and 

private assets, including the commonage, in the hands of the white population and its 

use for charitable purposes has been usurped. 

 

A practise has developed whereby the land is auctioned and leased to the highest 

bidder at market rates for private use. Leases are often for periods in excess of 3 years 

and this clearly excludes poor residents, and this is often in violation of the purpose 

for which the land was originally granted. In some cases municipalities are not 

prepared to consider making commonage available to people who they view as 

relative newcomers who will cause them administrative and management difficulties. 

Municipalities have become dependent on the revenue generated by leasing the 

commonage to the highest bidder. The need to enhance equity and efficiency in our 

spatial development is one that directly impacts on the socio-economic and political 

stability and sustainability that our nation strives for. Unless we achieve reasonable 

success in this area, our demand for a united and progressive nation will be 

significantly undermined. 

 

The Department of Land Affairs acknowledges that municipal commonage is land 

which historically has a public character and should be retained for this purpose and 

thus commits itself to ensuring that existing commonage land needed by local poor 

residents for agricultural purposes on a leasehold basis, to supplement their household 

income, is made available for such purpose. The commonage principle of the 
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Department of Land Affairs demonstrates the efficiency of the three spheres of 

government in the empowerment of our countryside masses. More work needs to be 

done in the area of skills development through the enlisting of agencies that are 

prepared to empower those living on the fringes of society. Communities must own 

land so that they could be successfully linked to Public Private Partnerships. The 

emerging farmers need to be provided with technical support by the Department of 

Agriculture, Land Reform, Environment and Conservation through its extension 

offices in the area.  

 

The commonage programme of the Department of Land Affairs guarantees councils 

the right to administer and manage the land on behalf of beneficiaries, ensuring that 

they do abide by the land use management plan and grazing agreement. 

 

DLA commits itself in encouraging and on request assisting Municipalities to develop 

the conditions which will enable poor residents to access existing commonage, 

currently used for other purposes, which will include considering whether such land 

cannot be requisitioned for its original purposes.  

DLA will also actively discourage the selling of commonage, except where this is 

clearly required for town development and urbanisation which enjoys the wide 

support of local residents. 

DLA will encourage and on request assist provincial government to develop 

appropriate provincial policy, legislature frameworks and administrative systems for 

municipal commonage. 

DLA is providing funds to enable resource poor municipalities to acquire land to 

create or extend a commonage for the purpose of establishing agricultural or other 

productive lease schemes which involve use of commonages’ natural resources for 

use by poor disadvantaged residents. 

 

 

How do we encourage or assist Municipalities to develop conditions which 

enable poor residents to access existing commonage? 

 

In rural towns poor residents want to access grazing land and small arable/garden 

areas in order to supplement their income and to enhance household food security. 

Due to some municipalities not willing to make this commonage available, which 

results in residents knocking on Land Affairs’ door in an attempt to access land. DLA 

commits itself to working with and encouraging such municipalities to reconsider 

their position and make the commonage land available and on leasehold basis, for 

poor residents to supplement their household incomes. 

 

Unwillingness on the part of the municipalities is due to lack of information and in 

such cases DLA must act as a catalyst providing information and examples from 

other areas which will enable the municipality to act accordingly. This will also 

include assisting them to determine how to regulate the relationship between the user 

groups, themselves and the legal authority.  

 

There is also an unwillingness on the part of the municipalities to take the demand of 

the residents seriously and in these situations DLA will consider various ways of 

pressurising the municipality to act. DLA will actively oppose the selling of 

municipal commonage as this is contrary to its public character and will also not 
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make the Settlement/Land Acquisition Grant available to residents for the purpose of 

buying commonage land. 

 

We must encourage and on request assist provincial government to develop 

appropriate provincial policies, legislative frameworks and administrative systems for 

municipal commonage. Legislative competence for municipal commonage rests with 

Provincial and Municipal authorities and some of whom are already engaged in 

initiatives to support poor residents in gaining access to this land. 

 

DLA commits itself to offering assistance for the development of appropriate 

provincial policy, legislative frameworks and administrative systems for the 

maintenance and use of municipal commonage for land reform purposes. The key law 

governing municipal commonage is often a provincial ordinance. The legislative 

competence to make regulations and through this set the policy framework as well as 

the approval to alienate lies with the Premier. If a province seeks assistance to do this 

then DLA commits itself to assist. 

 

The objective of the Grant for Acquisition of Municipal Commonage is to enable 

primary tier municipalities to acquire land to create or extend a commonage for the 

purpose of establishing agricultural or other productive lease schemes which involve 

use of the commonages natural resources for use by poor and disadvantaged 

residents. This grant will not cover development of the land acquired. 

 

Managing commonage project remains a challenge for many local authorities. 

Millions of rands have been spent on the purchase of land for redistribution projects 

and on commonage projects. Relatively nominal investment in appropriate support 

could make huge differences as to whether this money is wasted or not. Many of the 

municipal commonages purchased through land grants were being neglected with the 

commonage beneficiaries being unable to make effective use of the land. As many 

local authorities have discovered, managing land reform is not easy. Commonage 

projects in particular are not the panacea which many people initially thought. 

Commonage projects can create massive management, financial and environmental 

problems, if it is not handled carefully and these projects usually require a great deal 

of community participation for it to be effective and as everybody knows, community 

participation can lead to as much conflict as it can lead to compromise.  

 

 

In light of these circumstances: 

 

 We need to focus on the organisational development of projects which 

includes committee training and financial management, to a point at 

which unity within the groups could be established to enable the process 

to move forward.  

 We need to revisit the vision of the groups through workshops and to 

develop production plans to enable process to be measured.  

 We need to assist in liaising and negotiating with various outside 

organisations like banks, municipalities, suppliers and utilities to 

facilitate the survival or initiation of the land reform projects  
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 We need to liaise with and mentor Department of Agriculture officials 

who lack key organisational development skills, liaison skills and 

business skills to service the emerging farmers 

 We need to recruit and put in place mentors as originally envisaged for 

the projects to assist new farmers from a technical agricultural and a 

business perspective.  

 

 

The challenge is to create an enabling environment through which lessons of the pilot 

projects can be absorbed by the Department of Agriculture because without this the 

possibility exists that the interventions by the various consultants will only benefit the 

projects they have been directly involved in. The type of facilitation and liaison 

support rendered to the groups by mentoring projects is absolutely critical to the 

future sustainability of the enterprises. It has become apparent that there is a scarcity 

or lack of these skills within the Department of Agriculture and that mechanisms like 

mentorship projects will be needed if these skills are to be transferred to departmental 

officials. Many medium and large scale individual farmers will be able to realise this 

potential as a result of their experience within the group enterprises which have been 

established in terms of the existing land reform projects. Mentoring will allow 

beneficiaries to graduate to medium and large scale farming options. 

 

Agriculture and Land Affairs has finalised its proposals for a revised land 

redistribution programme. While the stated objectives of the programme appear to be 

laudable, the detailed proposals raise serious concerns around the commitment of 

various departments to a truly participatory and far-reaching reform of property 

relations in South Africa. 

 

Finally, the objectives of our commonage programme is to increase access to 

agricultural land by formerly disadvantaged people, to improve nutrition and incomes 

of the rural poor who want to farm on any scale and to overcome the legacy of the 

past racial discrimination in ownership of farm land. These objectives we must fully 

support. Land reform must indeed aim to overcome the racial imbalance in land 

holding and create viable livelihoods for the rural poor. Achieving these objectives 

will require a concerted effort by all levels of government in collaboration with civil 

society organisations and intended beneficiaries. There must be a clear strategy for 

the acquisition of land and its distribution to the rural poor and landless and ongoing 

support to beneficiaries to ensure that they make full use of the resources available to 

them. We must have proper mechanisms in place to ensure that the most 

disadvantaged groups in society including women and the very poor, participate fully 

in the programme. While we fully support the need to restructure the commercial 

agricultural sector and to foster a class of successful black farmers, this must not be at 

the expense of the rural poor and landless. 

 

 

Thank you. 
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PLAAS: Ruth Hall 
 

The UWC based Programme for Land and Agrarian studies recently published a paper 

on Municipal commonage, written by Kobus Pienaar and Megan Anderson. Some of 

the issues that emerge from this paper are listed below.  

 

 Commonage as a means to land redistribution enjoyed widespread support 

from the DLA during the 1996 – 2000 time period and it is during this period 

that most of the new commonage was acquired for municipalities.  

 With the appointment of the new Minister of Agriculture and Land Affairs, 

and the consequent review of the land reform programme, the LRAD 

programme was launched which placed the commonage programme in the 

background.  

 The commonage policy was updated to emphasise two main thrusts of the 

policy, namely that commonage is to be used for income supplementation and 

as a stepping-stone for emergent farmers. Despite this, the LRAD programme 

has received more departmental support and the “number of commonage 

projects implemented over the last two years is half of what it was in the 

period 1998-2000.”1 

 Commonage, however, has proven to not fulfil its role as a stepping-stone 

towards commercial farming and is rather used for subsistence purposes. This 

is demonstrated by the low rate of exit from the commonage through the 

LRAD programme. Additionally, commonage remains in high demand as a 

safety net for the rural poor for purposes of “fuel collection, income 

supplementing through running stock, depasturing stock for sale for weddings 

and funerals, holding stock for sons’ bride wealth and vegetable production for 

food security and additional income” 2 

 Further issues such as the allocation of rights to commonage users are 

discussed below by Kobus Pienaar. 

 

 

FARM Africa: Alastair Bradstock 
 

Experience of municipal commonage:  

 

1. Subsistence vs stepping stone: 

The aim of commonage is that it is used both as a means to supplementing income 

and thus as means towards subsistence farming and also as a stepping-stone. None of 

the commonage that Farm Africa has been working on, however, is used as a 

stepping-stone; it is rather used for subsistence purposes. The main reason for it not 

being a stepping-stone is the fee structure or the lack thereof, which rarely creates an 

economic incentive to “step off” the commonage. In Pofadder, for example, the same 

fee is charged for a person who own five stock units as for a person who owns 150 

stock units on the commonage.  

                                                 
1 Anderson, M. and Pienaar, K. (2003) Municipal Commonage. Bellville: Programme for Land and 

Agrarian Studies. 
2 Anderson, M. and Pienaar, K. (2003) Municipal Commonage. Bellville: Programme for Land and 

Agrarian Studies. 
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Farm Africa’s experience also is that the commonage is used mostly by the rich and 

not necessarily the poor as initially envisaged. Although there are some poor people 

using the commonage they are by no means the poorest of the poor. This poses the 

question if commonage can in fact be the nursery for emergent farmers. 

 

2.  Distance:  

Farm Africa’s experience at its three commonage sites is that the land is situated far 

away from the town, which increases costs in accessing the land. This problem is not 

only confined to commonage but other land reform projects in the Northern Cape as 

well.  

 

3. Plans:  

There is a general lack of development plans and rules and regulations that guide and 

control the development process of the commonage: people lack guidelines on how 

the resource should be used, commonage is used in most cases as open access, fees 

structures are very regressive (one fee structure across the board as in Pofadder) and 

there is a general lack of vision on what want to do with the resource. 

 Again this is not just the case for commonage but other land reform programmes as 

well. It renders sustainable development of the commonage difficult, and often it 

results in inequitable access. (This is important in the Northern Cape in the light of the 

drought and the implications that lack of guidelines can have on the environment) 

 

4. Access: 

Findings from Farm Africa’s research are that most households have few assets and 

the poor are highly dependent upon income transfers and wages. Often these people 

lack skills and experience (technical, agricultural, managerial and administrative 

skills) to farm effectively. These people need support and assistance but currently the 

DoA experiences great difficulty in delivering the right type of services. The 

government, however, is the only institution that has the capacity to promote 

education and training for emergent farmers. 

 

5. Management plan: 

The management plan should be based on community based planning and should 

include the following aspects:  

a. Stakeholder analysis 

b. Understanding the situation: Conduct farm studies, household studies and 

livelihood studies to determine the objectives of the group.  

c. Share this information and seek approval form the municipality and from the 

group as a whole 

d. Planning sub-committee produces a plan which consists of the following 

aspects: 

i. Background and History of the Group (Key challenges) 

ii. Natural and Physical Resources of the group (Determine the 

availability of resources) 

iii. Financial capital/resources of the group (credit) 

iv. Human and agricultural resources (list members, skills, 

organisational matrix, policies and procedures, code of conduct) 

v. Implementation plan 

e. Plan approved by the management committee and the group 

f. Monitoring and Evaluation 
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Legal Resources Centre:  Kobus Pienaar 
 

MUNICIPAL COMMONAGE:  

 

A key and seemingly most obvious opportunity for land reform that has not been 

seized concerns Municipal Commonage.  

 

Large tracts of state land, owned by municipalities, can and should be made available 

for land reform purposes.  

 

 The land is available and need not be purchased and transferred;  

 

 The legal and administrative institutional support can readily be provided by a 

municipality so that Communal Property Associations need not be established 

(and the problems associated with such ventures could be avoided); 

 

 Just about every town has some of the most skilled farmers who at present 

illegally graze their stock on the edges of towns and highways. 

 

In this presentation I hope to make one point only based on experience in providing 

legal technical assistance -   

 

 in the establishment and servicing of CPAs and land holding trusts (restitution 

cases and rent a crowd cases)  

 

 old municipal commonage projects (“rumours of rain” projects)  

 

 Namaqualand trust land tenure transformation – 1.2 mil ha – six communities: 

not commonage – but a trust land tenure transformation process. 

 

 “new” municipal commonage projects -  317 000 ha in Namaqualand. 

 

DLA policy is (supposedly) aimed at:  

 

working with Municipalities to facilitate the access of land reform beneficiaries to 

such “old” commonage; and  

 

offering financial assistance to Municipalities  

 

 to acquire private land as “new” commonage land; 

 

 of up to 25% of the value of is land to improve infrastructure on existing “old” 

commonage land.  

 

Yet these opportunities have, with few exceptions, not been taken. Instead 

Municipalities are leasing commonage land to white commercial farmers. 
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Mann Oelrich covered: When commonage suited white interests, it was not leased to 

commercial farmers. 

 

Ruth Hall covered: In the Northern Cape and Western Cape some municipalities 

have taken the lead in making land available, whilst in other provinces no steps have 

been taken.  

 

 

THE MAIN POINT: 

Unless the taking of occupation of land by a group is preceded by a process in terms 

of which  

 

 (who gets what) - the rights of users are appropriately defined 

 

 opportunities to use the land are allocated in terms of a process according to 

defined criteria (resident / member, etc) 

 

 the details of users are recorded prior to groups taking occupation of land  

 

 a system for ongoing administration and collection of charges are in place  

 

 

Rather:  THE major cause for problems in municipal commonage (and in other land 

reform cases) cases will have been addressed.  

In other words, unless it is from the outset clear who gets what subject to what 

obligations, the chances for individual members across the group benefiting from the 

land is nil.  

 

Whose interests are served if rights are not defined and not securely allocated? 

 

The few users who are lucky enough to simply seize opportunities through self-help. 

By so doing they will of course jeopardise the chances of others from sharing and also 

jeopardise the chances of support and further investment. 

 

Political tensions and social dynamics; capacity to manage resources and maintaining 

infrastructure; distance of the land from where people live; agricultural training and 

support that is not provided and the availability of- and access to markets can cause 

the ruin or success of a project, but unless one ‘gets the rights right’, from the 

outset, the project is ensured to fail. 

 

THE USUAL APPROACH TO MAKING A PIECE OF LAND AVAILABLE 

TO A GROUP:  (variations on a theme of getting the rights wrong) 

 

Groups either just take occupation of a piece of land as a group without it being made 

clear who gets what and subject to what obligations and / or  

 

a municipality as land owner concludes a lease agreement with a legal entity that 

represents the group, and/ or in addition the municipality binds the individual 

members of the group jointly and severally (sureties and co-principle debtors) for the 

payment of the rental.  
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This is also what happens on scale in almost all redistribution and restitution land 

reform projects: a piece of land is transferred to a legal entity and the members simply 

take access of the land on a first come first serve basis.  Once self-help has occurred, 

it will probably never be turned around (that is if one should have a redistributive 

approach and that equity should play a part) 

 

In other words: you only have one bite at the cherry: Once occupation is taken 

without a process that properly defines and allocates rights, you are stuffed.  

 

Whether the land is leased to a group or owned by a group – it makes little difference 

since the rights of individual users are not defined, systems are not in place to hold 

individuals liable for their obligations.  If some members fail to pay, the whole project 

goes bust. 

 

What are the alternatives? 

 

To hold individual users liable for their use in terms of a decent agreement per head of 

stock, or per portion of land (used by the individual person). 

 

Form follows function: The terms of the agreement will depend on the type of land 

use and the aim of the project. 

 

The Small Farmers Association, as ably assisted by an eminent land activist NGO, 

announces victory for having secured access to a piece of land which they will use for 

grazing, crop cultivation and a poultry project to generate income for the community.  

 

Does it matter who owns the land?: 

If you pay your grazing fees that secures you access to land – would you want the 

land to be owned by a CPA type body or by a Municipality? 

 

Obviously, you would want to use the land within a set of institutional arrangements 

that will afford your right the best level of protection under the circumstances. 

Personally, I would prefer to use land owned by a municipality as opposed to land 

owned by a CPA. 

 

 

Questions and comments 

 

James Carnegie asked what does commonage mean ito livelihoods? What does it 

mean, for example, that 1million ha is transferred to a community in terms of 

livelihood options? How many people benefit from it? To what extent does the 

commonage have an impact on livelihoods and is the DLA achieving its targets? 

Kobus gave the Stellenbosch commonage as an example. There 800-1000 ha prime 

land is used for the commonage that can create livelihoods for a lot of people.  

David Mayson also replied in that he stated in Namaqualand 10 ha is necessary for 

one goat, whereas in Stellenbosch the land is much more productive and benefits a 

larger number of people, so it is very difficult to determine the level of livelihood 

provision.  
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Mann Oelrich added, that one needs to guard against the corruption of the 

commonage. For example, in Botshabelo there is more cattle on the commonage from 

Lesotho than from Botshabelo residents themselves. 

 

 

Ntsika:  Jackie Samson 
 

It is important to share with you who Ntsika is and what our role in the Small 

Business sector is. Ntsika is an Agency of the Department of Trade and Industry. It 

was incorporated in terms of the Small Business Act of 1996. Its mandate is to 

facilitate non-financial integrated business development services to SMMEs through a 

national network of service providers known.  Operating within its capacity as a 

wholesale agency, Ntsika provides financial and technical support to these Service 

Providers in order to enable them to identify opportunities and provide business 

development service to SMMEs throughout South Africa. 

 

There are several programmes within Ntsika that aim at addressing this mandate, but I 

believe that for the purpose of today’s discussion the Service Provider Network 

Programme would be relevant.  

 

The overall objective of the Service Provider Network Programme is to develop and 

support a national network of service providers that will deliver effective, efficient 

and high quality services to SMMEs 

 

Service Providers (SP) consist of what is known as Local Business Service Centres 

(LBSC) and Tender Advice Centres (TAC). These were identified throughout South 

Africa to assist Ntsika in delivering Business Development Services (BDS). They 

underwent a process accreditation where they needed to meet certain criteria in order 

to qualify. Each year monitoring visits are made to these SPs to see that they are still 

adhering to these standards. There are different types of SPs, which include NGO’s, 

private sector organisations and academic institutions. What all these have in common 

is that all offer BDS but their focus may be different. The types of services provided 

by these centres include information, training, tender advice, referrals, business 

linkages, incubation, BRAIN, FRAIN (these last two are electronic information 

services).  

 

There are various challenges that face this programme. In rural area there is a shortage 

of SP.  SP have to travel far to reach some communities and SMMEs also have to 

travel far to get assistance. This is quite a challenge as financial support to SPs is very 

limited since we can only fund certain activities. The way to alleviate these funding 

constraints is by engaging other partners since the centres are not only used by Ntsika 

but are also conduits for delivery of services for other organisations. Currently we 

have some SP who are actively engaged in supporting Local Economic Development  

(LED) initiatives and this has benefited municipalities in delivering to their 

communities. 

 

Historically SPs have delivered generic business development services. However, 

Ntsika is now assisting SP to become sector focused.  The following sectors have 

been given priority: automotive, cultural industries, ICT, clothing and textiles, 

agriculture and agro processing, minerals and beneficiation, tourism, chemicals and 
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plastics.  The recent work that we have done in the agricultural sector  includes a SP 

in KZN assisting Cashew Nut Farmers in land claims and also turning this venture 

into a successful business.  In the Western Cape we have funded a SP to train 

emerging farmers in organic farming and business skills. 

. 

To address the needs of emerging farmers further, relevant SETAs such as food and 

beverages and SETAs in agriculture could be approached for assistance. A pooling of 

expertise and resources with other organisations that are present here today may lead 

to successful partnerships that are able to address the need of emerging farmers. 

 

Farmer settlement: Mr Mhlauli 
 

Towards A Comprehensive Farmer Support For Land Reform 

Directorate of Farmer Settlement 

National Department of Agriculture 

 

FARMER SETTLEMENT MANDATE 

 To fill the gap between agriculture and land affairs 

 To promote commercially viable agrarian reform projects 

 

FARMER SETTLEMENT FUNCTIONS 

 To facilitate the strengthening of systems for delivery of farmer settlement 

programmes 

 To provide a national policy framework for the settlement of new farmers 

 To facilitate efficient administration of State Agricultural Land 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The LRAD Agricultural Support

LRAD Land Access 

Grant

LRAD Agripack

There is a solution!
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Assumptions 

 

 Local LRAD committees exist 

 Public-private-community partnerships will actively be built out 

 NDA and PDA service provision is streamlined 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outer Source

Enabling env.

LRAD

CFSP

FPSP

Starter Packs

Food Parcels
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Produecers on land

Exit with new opportunities

Exit into impoverishment cycle

LRAD Services required

• Information 

• Technical and Advisory Assistance

• Regulatory Services

• Training and Capacity building

• Marketing and Business Dev

• On- and off-Farm Infrastructure

• Production inputs

• Financial assistance

• Service centre; Call centre

• Mentor/advisor/expert

• Service centre; Call centre

• Various; Funded by govt

• Demand driven; NDA

• Grants and loans

• Loans

• Loans

The main issue to resolve
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Infrastructure 

 

 Resource management infrastructure 

 Production infrastructure 

 Water storage infrastructure 

 Marketing infrastructure 

 

 

Resource Management Infrastructure 

 

 Act 43 of 1983 
–Water run-off control (75% subsidy) 

–Irrigation (R7 500, can be increased by Minister) 

–Drainage (33%) 

–Veld management (25%) 

•Fences 

•Stock water systems 

–Drought and flood assistance (75%+sliding scale) 

 

Minister can change the subsidy levels 

 

Production infrastructure 

 

 Farm layout–Access roads 

–Sheds 

–Stock handling (dip tanks, crushpen, loading bank) 

Critical for success: long term soft loan 

 

 Mechanisation: soft loan 

 Harvesting infrastructure 

 Transport (wagons, sledge, bags, etc) 

 Short term soft loan 

Marketing infrastructure

• Product preparation facilities

– Sorting

– Cleaning

• Packaging

• Storage

• Delivery to market

Local Government Responsibility;

Opportunity for SMME’s

NDA can support SMME’s

Sliding scale soft loan support
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Water storage infrastructure 

 

 For household food security and food production 

 Govt. (LG) to promote rainwater harvesting by providing: 

 Rain water tanks 

 Underground water storage tanks 

 Support in creating excavated water-holding ponds 

 

Financing 

 

 Transaction cost subsidy 

 Credit guarantee scheme 

 Interest rate subsidy 

 Project funding 

 Funding of capacity building and training 

 Funding for infrastructure 

 Insurance premium subsidy 

 Co-operative development  

 

 
Delivery Contract 
 

Provided that the plan is considered viable 

 A contract between NDA, applicant and financial intermediary is drawn up: 
–The applicant will strictly adhere to the business plan 

–Financial intermediary will provide approved funding 

–NDA will give credit guarantees 

–A monitoring plan will be accepted 

–An exit strategy on non-performance will be agreed upon 

–Interest holiday and food packs during pre-production period 

–Non-payment by applicant will immediately lead to implementation of exit 

strategy 

 

 

Services on Demand 

 Services might be provided by: 
–NDA 

–PDA 

–ARC 

–Commodity group 

–Cooperative 

–University 

–NGO 
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Time Delay in Production
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On Exit

• Liabilities

– Loans to be repaid

– Interest

– Debts

• Assets

– Own Labour

– Newly aquired land 

(grant)

– Infrastruct grant

– Improvements

– Inputs

– Products

Exit Opportunity
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Way Forward 

 

 Finalize training and information developments 

 Roll out commodity mentoring involvement  

 Decide on financial support for infrastructure 

 Get the marketing support for small producers in place 

 Develop similar packs for other target groups 

 Get agricultural financing act in place 

 

 

DLA: Sharmla Govender van Wyk 
 

The Role of the Department of Land Affairs in Commonage Support 

 

DLA Commonage Support 

 

 The Department of Land Affairs, first became involved in municipal 

commonage during 1996, in Pofadder, Northern Cape Province, when the 

DLA agreed to buy out an existing commonage lease allocated to a white 

owner.  

 The DLA developed Policy, systems and procedures with regard to Municipal 

Commonage in 1997. 

 The policy addressed three issues: firstly, to assist Municipalities to develop 

the conditions which will enable poor residents to access existing commonage,  

 secondly, to assist Provincial Government to develop provincial policy, 

legislative frameworks and administrative systems for the maintenance and 

use of municipal commonage for land reform 
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 thirdly that of providing funds to enable resource poor municipalities to 

acquire land to extend or create a commonage. The latter has been the form of 

implementation to date.  

 

 

The DLA Grant 

 

Has two components: 

 

1. DLA to assist in the funding of resource poor municipalities to acquire land 

for commonage purposes for the purpose of establishing lease schemes for use 

by poor and previously disadvantaged communities  

2. Provide infrastructure on the land to be acquired, or on existing, undeveloped 

commonage, to be made available for use by poor and previously 

disadvantaged communities (up to 25% of the value of the land) 

 

Criteria 

 

 In assessing applications from Municipalities the following conditions 

(criteria) must be met: 

 It is desirable that projects accommodate both subsistence and emerging The 

municipality must provide a written application;  

 The municipality provides an undertaking farmers to lease the land acquired to 

its poor residents;  

 The Department of Agriculture provides a feasibility/potential report and is 

supportive of the project; 

 A project plan is provided by the municipality showing how the land will be 

used, developed and managed;  

 Users have participated in the process and have indicated a willingness to 

contribute payments within their means;  

 Users must be members of the user association. If there are existing 

structures/associations (i.e. Farmer Associations), it is not necessary to 

establish new user associations.  

 The application is accompanied by a full disclosure of the municipality’s 

financial statements or the latest audit reports;  

 Information on existing commonage and leasing arrangements and how the 

municipality intends to make it available to previously disadvantaged must be 

provided;  

 A contribution is forthcoming from the municipality for the purchase and/or 

development of the land to be acquired;  

 The municipality demonstrates a commitment to re-orientate its budget to 

meet the demands of its poor residents, especially in relation to leasing its 

land;  

 The value of the land to be acquired is based on market value; and 

 The Municipality and Premier agree to sign the Notarial Deed. 
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 Conclusion 

 

 DLA is not the driver of the municipal commonage projects-it vests with 

Municipalities and this has posed problems: 

1. PLRO often assumes this role due to capacity constraints of Municipalities 

2. Dept of Agriculture should play a more active role in these projects because 

of the agricultural nature of these projects. 

3. DLA would like to see a more integrated approach to the administration of 

municipal commonage in future. 

 

 

DWAF: Mr Nothling 
 

Possible involvement of the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry in the 

management of Municipal Commonages  

 

Introduction 

 

Extent of this presentation 

 

The Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) has two branches working in 

three functional areas.  This presentation is made from the perspective of the Water 

Resource Management Functional Area and in particular the allocation and 

authorisation of water use. 

 

Co-operation and communication 

We need better co-operation and communication to prevent the problem of 

policymakers, regulators and service providers having different views and unaligned 

objectives. 

Workshops such as this one and the co-operation that will follow from them can 

alleviate this problem. 

 

Four issues have been selected to introduce the Department to those who don’t know 

it and to present its view of municipal commonages, its responsibilities for them and 

some actions currently taken that will  support their management. 

 

DWAF structure and functions 

 

Functional areas 

DWAF has three functional areas: 

 Water Resource Management has the objective of equitable and sustainable 

allocation and protection of water resources. 

 Water Services has the objective of effective and sustainable delivery of water 

services; 

 Forestry has the objective of equitable and sustainable development and 

management of indigenous forests and plantation forestry. 
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Branches 

The Department has two branches: 

 

 The Policy and Regulation Branch, situated in Pretoria, is responsible for 

planning and development of water resources, for policy and regulations in the 

three functional areas and for development of water management institutions. 

 The Operations Branch, situated mainly in nine Regions, is responsible for 

ensuring compliance to policy and regulations and for operating water 

resource and water services schemes under the Department’s control. 

 

Future institutions 

The National Water Act of 1998 requires that many of the Department’s operational 

functions be devolved to regional agencies.   

The country has been divided into nineteen Water Management Areas and a 

Catchment Management Agency will be established for each of them. 

 

DWAF view of Municipal Commonages 

The Department’s interest in Municipal Commonages lies in their potential 

contribution to achieving its objective of ensuring water supply for poverty 

eradication.  

This workshop is an opportunity to learn more about the extent of the commonages 

and the objectives for their use.  DWAF needs to understand the complexities of 

municipal commonages to be able to develop better policies to support their water 

use. 

 

Water use on Municipal Commonages 

The water uses that we foresee are mainly by the poor for household food security 

gardens and for other small scale irrigation. 

 

Water resources 

We expect many of the commonages to have access to various water resources:  direct 

abstraction from rivers and groundwater, from irrigation schemes and effluent re-use. 

 

DWAF role in Municipal Commonage management 

Key Focus Area 6 of the Department’s Strategic Plan is to “Ensure reliable and 

equitable supply of water for sustainable economic and social development including 

the eradication of poverty.” 

There are competing demands on all water resources and many, including effluent 

flows, are used beyond their sustainable capacity.  Existing lawful water uses are also 

respected.  These two factors complicate the allocation of water to new water users 

for uses such as small scale irrigation and household food security.  Involving the 

Department in such projects will improve their effectiveness. 

Another output of the Key Focus Area that is likely to support the use of Municipal 

Commonages is financial support for agricultural infrastructure for establishment of 

resource poor farmers.  This issue is dealt with in another presentation. 

The Department's services are accessed through our regional offices.  Their officers 

will refer applications for water use authorisation and financial support for irrigation 

to the Irrigation Action Committee (IAC).  There is an IAC, on which all departments 

involved in establishment of emerging farmers are represented, in each province. 
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DWAF actions supporting management of municipal commonages 

The following Departmental projects will support the management of municipal 

commonages: 

 A DFID funded allocation and authorisation policy development project. 

 A General Authorisation for water use by household food security gardens. 

It will address water use by individual and communal HFS gardens, including 

gardens in urban areas.  It will deal with rainwater harvesting, taking of 

surface water and groundwater and probably re-use of effluent. 

This special purpose General Authorisation will simplify the authorisation of 

water uses that are not already authorised by Schedule 1 of the Act and that 

don’t need the assessments done for licences. 

 

 

DWAF: Tshilidzi L Mathobo, Agricultural Economist 

(Financial Support) 
 

Directorate: Water Resource Pricing and Finance 

 

DWAF funding approach 

Present policy (approved May 1999): 

Exclusively to support emerging farmers who are members of a WUA 

 

Subsidisable items 

The capital cost of  

 New bulk-supply works or rehabilitation of   existing works  

 Water conservation measures  

 Water meters / measuring devices 

 Lining of earth canals or replacement with pipes 

 Consultant services 

 Scheduling/demand management programmes 

 Water loss control programmes 

 

Extent of subsidy 
Maximum extent of subsidy is the smaller of: - The proportional share of the 

beneficiaries in the total scheme,  

 R10 000 per scheduled hectare, and 

 R50 000 per scheduled member. 

 

Proposed new policy framework 

This new policy framework endeavours to promote initial access to irrigated 

agriculture and to enhance sustainable irrigation development for emerging farmers 

farming under the following institutions  

 Government Water Schemes (GWS); or 

 Ex-homeland GWS; or 

 Water user association (WUA) schemes; or 

 Schemes of other acceptable legal entities. 
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New items to be considered for subsidy 

 

 Operation and maintenance costs 

 Acquisition of water allocations  

 Viability studies and investigations 

 Training  

 Rain-water harvesting tanks and 

 Boreholes 

 

Extent of subsidy 

Maximum: 

- R15 000 per scheduled hectare, and 

- R75 000 per scheduled member 

 

 

HSRC: Doreen Atkison 
 

Doreen provided an outline of the models developed and suggested by the HSRC 

concerning commonage management.  

 

One suggestion is the acquisition of small plots where stock can be kept. Doreen 

stated that there are different kinds of commonage users: 

 Subsistence farmers 

 Micro-farmers (who have about 10-20 stock units) 

 Proto-capitalists (those who have larger herds)  

 

It is the latter group that needs an exit strategy from the commonage as it is these 

users who are occupying the majority of the land. Commonage should be seen as a 

stepping-stone towards LRAD. Doreen suggested the following model: 

 

 

 

 

 Plots 

 

 

 

 Commonage 

 

 Town 
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The model shows that stock-owners first access the commonage on which they 

develop farming and business skills with external support from extension officers. 

When a certain number of stock is reached, the farmer moves out on to a plot/small 

holding that is large enough to sustainably accommodate the farmers stock. He/she 

will be getting partial support from the DoA. When a certain number of stock is 

reached on these external plots, the farmer must move onto commercial land, that is 

acquired through LRAD.  

The acquisition of plots around the town will have to be included in the IDP as a 

development goal.  

 

In terms of service delivery at local level, local authorities are increasingly becoming 

the seats of service and development delivery. It is at the local level that intersectoral 

interaction can be achieved. 

 

Departmental powers and functions are decentralised towards municipal level. Many 

municipalities, however, do not have the capacity to deal with these developmental 

challenges. One of the reasons is that most municipalities’ organograms are rigidly 

established around traditional line functions such as administration, infrastructure and 

corporate services/ finances. Development issues are slotted into one of these 

departments which entails that administration and corporate services are overloaded 

while output departments (LED, social services etc) are either non-existent or 

minimally supported. This entails that input-related departments are highly supported 

and output related departments are understaffed and under-capacitated. In order to 

ensure an output driven municipality, the weight will have to be shifted from the input 

centred line functions to output centred development functions. One example is that 

the treasury limit that determines that only 35 % of the municipal budget may be 

allocated to salaries needs to be increased because development is people centred and 

thus additional staff will have to be employed to meet development targets.  

 

Another issue that will have to be addressed is the decentralisation towards satellite 

towns.  

Most municipalities are comprised of a head office in the main town and outlying 

offices in the satellite towns. In most cases, the municipal functions in the satellite 

towns have been minimised.  The outlying offices simply deal with the collection of 

tariffs and basic operations and maintenance functions. With municipalities becoming 

increasingly pressured to be developmental institutions, development functions tend 

to be driven from head offices, since the outlying offices lack the staff or budgets to 

do this. Due to understaffing, existing staff at the head office increasingly take on 

developmental activities, along with their existing strategic functions. 

 

In the main town (the “seat” of the municipal head offices), the municipal head 

offices often drive the operational functions as well as the strategic functions such as 

policy-making, monitoring and evaluation and the management of municipal 

programmes. This type of situation is a problem, since it confuses head office 

functions (strategic functions) and outlying office functions (operational/delivery 

functions). 
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There are thus two problems: 

 

 The centralisation of decision-making at head office level, and the 

corresponding decline of outlying offices 

 A confusion of strategic and operational functions at head office level. 

  

The model proposed to remedy this dilemma is the following:  Outlying offices 

should be provided with the necessary capacity in terms of staff and resources to 

become the developmental hubs and concentrate on the operational outputs of the 

municipality.  Furthermore, the equivalent to the outlying offices should be created in 

the main town. The main office would then be relieved of its developmental 

obligations and concentrate on the strategic functioning of the municipality, where the 

administrative, corporate services and financial services are located.  

 

 

Comments, questions and suggestions: 
 

Representatives from the Amatole DM stated that access to commonage land is not a 

problem, but that the actual management is problematic due to the fact that 

municipalities do not have the capacity to manage the land. One of the biggest 

challenges is synchronising the sectoral inputs of the departments at local level in 

order to foster development.  

They stated that the attitude of sectoral departments is also problematic: they do not 

take municipalities seriously. Additionally, there is a difference between community 

interests and sectoral departmental interests. DLA has a mandate that must be 

implemented but municipalities have other priorities and thus cannot implement 

commonage effectively.  

 

Doreen stated that tailor made water provision for each commonage is needed: There 

are different water rights for 1.municipal water, 2.river and 3.borehole water. On 

some commonage one might find all three. 

 

Suggestions: Need a support base: Various plans and programmes have been 

developed but within a support vacuum. Commonage started in 1997 and a lot of the 

resources have been destroyed due to lack of management.  

 

Mayson: need to think of DM being the collating agency for all the departments. 

Municipalities are overwhealmed by the inputs and tasks that are being devolved from 

the departments to the municipalities. Need the integration and synergy of the 

departmental inputs into district municipalities.  

The DM is supposed to support the LM to develop a programme to deliver services to 

the client (the community), which is located at local level. At local level a “client 

interface” is needed, which means that people need to be able to access services and 

support immediately when needed.  

 

A holistic kind of intervention is needed in order to get systems in place: need to 

address all development issues such as water provision, business support etc. 

Developmental issues need to be addressed in a holistic kind of way. Government is 

currently not functioning in a holistic fashion.  
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Flip Notling: Although there are implementation structures at national and provincial 

levels, there is miscommunication between the local and the higher levels. Eg 

Irrigation Action Committees do not reach the bottom level.  

Doree: One needs a kind of stock take of existing mechanisms (departmental and 

other), which ensure quick responses.  

 

Sam Chimbuya: Need to build long-term capacity. There are a multiplicity of uses of 

land such as for household food security, emergent farming, tourism etc. 

Municipalities have to determine themselves what help they need instead of 

departments approaching municipalities with the support that they can provide. So not 

supply driven approach but need demand driven approach. BUT: Doreen: 

Municipalities do not have the capacity to take this demand driven approach.  

 

Eddie Scott: the importance of IDP’s must not be underestimated as it can be central 

to the development of commonage as it is backed up by provincial departments to be 

part of the development priorities of the IDPs. IDPs must include all the planning in 

the municipality. New commonages must be included in the IDPs in order to attain 

new land.  

The Land use management act will be put in place soon, which set out land use 

management schemes. One could use the IDP forum for future commonage 

development.  

Essentially, the community has to decide what it wants to use the commonage land 

for. If the community decides that the land is to be used for housing purposes then it 

should be used for housing purposes within that respective municipality. 

 

Departments cannot manage the commonage. They cannot develop a management 

plan for them. Municipalities have to do this. The dynamics between the LM and 

departments is problematic, however. The challenge is how can municipalities interact 

with all the departments with which they are supposed to interact to ensure 

development. 

 

Kobus: the question of ownership and what do on the commonage is a long history: 

commonage is to be used for public and social purposes and is NOT to be rented out 

for profit generation. Commonage is only allowed to be leased out for administrative 

and management coverage.  

The Commonage Manual is an excellent step-by-step manual. It has one major flaw, 

however, namely that it states that the commonage is supposed to be “leased out”, 

which implies for profit generation. 

 

David Mayson: Demand led approach: Stakeholders are waiting for departments/ 

municipalities/ landless people to mobilise themselves to request support. To a certain 

extent one needs a supply driven approach: municipalities are to show what support 

they can supply to the poor and departments are to show what support they can supply 

to the municipalities.   

There is a general lack of synergy and integration of different stakeholders 

(departments/municipalities) because of a lack of knowledge and interaction between 

the users.  

 

Lehman Lindique made the proposal to identify a few pilot studies ito commonage 

where there is a real need (partnerships are kept alive through needs) by which one 
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can establish the principles and solutions by which to develop commonage 

interdepartmentally.  

One needs to create a few learning sites where researchers are appointed to rapidly 

learn about commonage development and the integration of different departments and 

then circulate the knowledge between workshop members.  

 

One of the problem is that the minister is not in favour of commonage anymore as it is 

not addressing the problems that land reform is intended for.  

 

Line departments have a mission and a mandate. But need to empower municipalities 

to communicate effectively and teach them how to exploit the resources provided by 

departments. Need municipalities to become clients of departments. Need to get 

municipalities to relate to their beneficiaries (those to whom they deliver services). 

 

Rights are normative understandings between human beings and institutions. It is at 

that level that one has to engage with communities. These rights and obligations have 

to be clarified for commonage users.  

 

Suggestions: Start an email chat group. Focus the chat group on projects that are 

existent at the moment and best practices that are based on practical findings. Need to 

start building a bank of case studies and see from those case studies what can be 

shared. Once this is done one can buy into policy processes. 

 

The chat group should consist of the workshop members and in which info should be 

circulated, suggestions made, institutional resource questions addressed, normative-, 

funding-, etc questions addressed. Municipalities are to buy into this process. 

  

Trudy Harrison stated that the process should include the actual users and take on a 

bottom-up approach. There are commonages that have developed internal 

organisational structures but they are not recognised by municipalities. One cannot 

just endlessly interrogate the state structures without the inputs of the people on the 

ground. They also need to be informed of what they can achieve.   

 

LRC stated that they would provide examples of contracts and share relevant 

information.  

DLA is doing a municipal commonage review next year and will be able to draw on 

this reference group. 

 

One suggestion was a one-monthly news letter for commonage users.  

 

Because the DLA is intending on doing the commonage review, the department 

volunteered to be the key department that pulls together the other departments to drive 

the process. DLA as the centre of the whole process. 

Support was gained by Landcare and DLA  (as a DLA and NDA driving force); 

HSRC as email distributor, Kobus for LRC, Sam from Khanya, Alastair from Farm 

Africa, SPP, Munyaratzi from PLAAS, Lyle and Trudie, Amatole DM. 

 


